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Safety precautions

1. Please read this instruction before usingo
2. Check that the voltage you use matches the rated voltage indicated by the appliance
3. Do not immerse this appliance (including heating jar), power cord, plug into water or other liquid to avoid fire,

leakage or endanger personal safetyo
4. lt should be monitored when using this appliance:do not let children and people without self-care close to

blender.
5. Unplug when you do not use or clean the blender. When removing the jar, make sure the motor in static state.
6. If the power cord, plug damaged , electrical failure or other causes of product damage, please do not use it.but

contact the manufacturer’s after-sale service or send the product to the nearest authorized maintenance
network for inspection, repair, replacement and commissioning.

7. If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or authorized agent, or qualified
technical personnel to avoid harm.

8. The product should be placed on the table or flat place, do not hang the power cord on the edge of the table or
table.

9. Do not use the appliance or place it close to flammable gases and electric furnaces at high temperatures.
10. Do not open the jar cover and contact the blade before the product stops running.
11. The blade is very sharp. Be careful when installing, removing and cleaning to avoid cutting by the blade.
12. Do not use accessories recommended or sold by non-manufacturer, including jars.jar covers, etc., to avoid

danger.
13. Do not soak in water or other liquids for cleaning jar with electrical components.
14. Please make sure the jar cover is installed in place before the appliance runs, otherwise the appliance can not

work properly.
15. This appliance is not suitable for children, disabled people, mental patients, people who are allergic to motor

noise or are not familiar with the appliance. Unless the guarantor gives full supervision and guidance to the
above personnel. Children are forbidden to play with this product. Children under 8 years of age are not allowed
to clean and maintain the appliance to avoid danger.

16. This appliance can not be used outdoors.
17. This appliance is suitable for household and similar purposes.
18. The appliance and power cord should be stored in a safe place to avoid children pulling power cords.
19. Keep this manual for future inspection.

Cautions

Before using the product, please read the manual and all explanations carefully
Please don’t use the product beyond its functions.
Please stop using the product when power line or plug damage or other functions failure.
The product must be operated on stable reliable worktable.
The product is household use only.
The voltage to use should be 110-120V.
Please don’t let children use the product.
Please don’t let power line touch sharp edge or high temperature surface.
Hold the plug tightly when pulling it, don’t pull its line.
Don’t put the product into water or any other liquids
To ensure safety, please don’t disassemble the product privately. If there is abnormal situation, please contact
customer service which contact information is printed on the manual. It must be repaired by manufacturer or
special technician of after-sale service center appointed by manufacturer.

Specifications



 

Product
Model

Rated
Voltage

 

Frequency

 

Power

 

Capacity

Rotating

Speed

 

SA110019

 

110-
120V

 

GOHZ

 

1450W

 

2.0L

 

25000rpm

Product Diagram

Operation Guide

Before using the product for the first time:



1. Check whether all accessories are complete and available and the mainframe is intact. Then add 1000ml of
water to the jar, and follow the operating instructions to clean with the clean function for 90seconds, and pour
the water out.

2. When making bubble-prone food.,PLS considering the actual situation to decide running time and speed.
3. When food is liquid.be sure to start slowly but not instant ly to avoid impact, which will cause spattering . when

stirring smoothly, choose the appropriate speed to run.
4. When the food are immobile and difficult to stir,PLS use pulse function or stirring rod as assistant.
5. When making smoothie.to add adequate water will be helpful to operate and shorten the time.

Warning: The blade is very sharp, please handle it carefully.

Operating Function Instruction

Place the jar on the base correctly, plug in, push the on/off switch to “ON” , the appliance will be in standby mode.At
this time, the digital tube (displaying00.00) and all lights will be off in 1.5 seconds , and then the digital tube display
“00.00”.

Operating with knob 
In standby mode, the rotary knob (360°) can be rotated clockwise and the rotating speed is increased steplessly in
turn;decreasing counterclockwise ,(twisting to the left, returning to standby mode), the light from the first light on the
left, twisting to the second light.lights are on continu ously. Twisting the whole circle, all lights are on.The max.
Working time is 3minutes.After the work is completed, the buzzer will sound for three times, and the whole circle of
lights will flash for 5 seconds before returning to standby mode. Under control of knob.pushing switch of pulse, and
the appliance is controlled by pulse function.

Operating with preset function button

1. In standby mode, the indicator light of the selected function button will be on, the others will not.and the
appliance immediately enters the selected function program work.The first digit on the left in the window
displays the marquee. The running speed of the marquee changes according to the rotating speed. The three-
digit left counts down the preset program.

2. With the same function button, pressing for the first time this function starts and lights on; pressing for the
second time this function cancels and lights off, the appliance returns to standby mode.(ln the mode of
standby.the blender stops working;the lights of four function buttons are all on;the second and third digit display
ON.)

3. In the working process of preset function operation mode, the four function buttons can be freely selected, the
selected function button indicator light will be on, the abandoned function button light is off, and the appliance
enters the selected function program directly.



4. In the working process of preset function operation mode, it is not controlled by PULSE.

Program of four preset function Smoothie(lminutes countdown) Soft-start; 4 seconds at speed 4-4 seconds at speed
9-recycles for seven times; 4seconds at speed 9; After the work is completed, the buzzer will sound for three times,
the blender returns to standby mode. Ice crush(40 seconds countdown) Soft-start;4 seconds at speed 8-stop for 2
seconds-recycles for four times; 2 seconds at speed 4-4 seconds at speed 1-10 seconds at speed 8; After the work
is completed, the buzzer will sound for three times, the blender returns to standby mode. Grind(3minutes countdown)
Soft-start; second at speed 3-2 seconds at speed 5- 27 seconds at speed 9-5 seconds at speed 4-25 seconds at
speed 9-5 seconds at speed 5-25 seconds at speed 9-5 seconds at speed 4-25 seconds at speed 9-5 seconds at
speed 4-25 seconds at speed 9-5 seconds at speed 4-25 seconds at speed 9; After the work is completed.the buzzer
will sound for three times, the blender returns to standby mode. Juice(3minutes countdown) Soft-start;  15seconds at
speed 9-5seconds at speed 5-recycles for four times;l0seconds at speed 9; 15seconds at speed 9-5seconds at
speed 5-recycles for four times; l0seconds at speed 9; After the work is completed.the buzzer will sound for three
times, the blender returns to standby mode.

Operating with PULSE 
In standby mode, no matter whether under operation of knob or not.pushing switch to pulse , the appliance
immediately enters the pulse function. Undo it.the pulse function stops, and the appli ance will be in the mode before
pulse function works. But in 4 function operation mode, pulse function is invalid.

Operational Guidelines

1. Place the product on a flat surface and make sure that the power cord is plugged into a power outlet.
2. Make sure the jar is placed on the base correctly and goes into standby mode.(attention:cover the jar cup to

prevent high-speed rotating water from spilling out)
3. Add appropriate water and food according to the recipe. (Total food and water not exceeding 2000ml)
4. Plug in, turn on, select the function with knob ,default into the program work, work completed.
5. After finished, unplug the power cord, pour out the food, and add seasoning according to your personal

preference.
6. Clean the jar in time.



1. Unplug the power cord before cleaning.
2. Clean the appliance and other parts immediately after use.
3. The outside of the base can be wiped with a damp cloth.
4. Please clean the jar in time after use every time and when it is idle for more than ten minutes.
5. Before storing the appliance, make sure it is clean and dry
6. If you don’t use it for a long time, please unplug the power cord and pay attention to the dust and insect.

Simple Troubleshooting and Solutions



 

Problems

 

Causes

 

Solutions

 

 

 

 

 

 

Machine not work

 

 

Not power on. Plug not put in socket
Or loose in socket

 

 

Check plug in socket firmly

 

 

Jar cover not match jar properly; Jar
cover not stand well on base

 

 

Place the jar cover and the jar
well on base

 

 

 

 

 

Over vivbration

 

 

The base not stand well

 

 

Place base on flat.

 

 

The jar not stand well on base

 

Place jar well,

do not shake it, align with the
driving wheel and coupler

 

 

 

There is a little gas
bubble overflow
from transparent lid

 

 

Too many food

 

 

Please follow IM or recipe to
operate the machine

 

 

Too many water

 

 

Please adjust the water
quantity

 

Blades not work

 

Check whether the connector falls off

 

Screw the connector tightly

 

Lound noise

 

Check the table on which the
appliance is placed

 

Place the appliance on the flat

 

Food not broken
into pieces

 

Too much or too little water

 

Please add water to the correct
water level

COMPANY: LEEDARSON IOT TECHNOLOGY INC. ADDRESS: UNIT 701, 7 /F, NO.1511, FANGHU NORTH 2
ROAD, HULi DISTRICT, XIAMEN CHINA Thanks for purchasing SYVIO product! Please contact our service support
to get EXTRA 3 months warranty! Email address:support@mysyvio.com.

mailto:support@mysyvio.com


If there is any product problem, please keep us noted. We will get back to you in 12 hours. Thank you!
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